Abstract. At present, there are many security risks from the network, so it has practical significance for students in the university to learn the knowledge about Web pages and website security performance and have Web pages and web site security performance detection capability. It is described that the recent organization of a number of students to carry out a Web page and Web site security performance experiments. In experiments students' security awareness on the Web page and website are trained through the use of security vulnerability detection tools and enable students to have basic security performance testing capabilities of web page and website.
Introduction
With the advance development of "Internet +", Web pages and website security performance issues have become the most popular discourse theme. There is a recent example that a program in the Cisco CUCDM system [1] allows local files to be included when processing is performed without specifying conditions. An authenticated remote attacker can gain access to sensitive information with this vulnerability. In the past few years, a large number of Web pages and websites existed quality security issues, such as Amazon, Wal-Mart and other sites total 13,000 credit card numbers had information disclosure [2] . There was graduate enrollment test site information leakage event in 2015 [3] , due to the security loopholes in the site page and the web quality, it leaded to the name of graduate students, gender, as well as mobile phone number, landline number, ID number, home address, zip code, schools, apply for professional and other sensitive information disclosure. There were two information security incidents in Railway Customer Service Center website 12306 in 2014, there was the site loopholes in December 25, 2014 [4] , which resulting in 130,000 customers information disclosure, including account number, clear text password, identity cards and mailboxes and other personal information, the more frightening thing is that many users who have tickets are "refunded"; China's largest online travel industry giant Ctrip travel network broke the "leak door" in March 22, 2014 [5], a security vulnerability in Ctrip will lead to a large number of users' card information leak (including Card name, ID card, bank card number, card CVV code, 6 card Bin), and this information may directly lead to the theft brush and other risks; The well-known Sohu's subsidiary Sogou in China, in violation of the basic principle that the password cannot be saved in clear text, and the software exists vulnerabilities, the Sogou "leak door" event is broke in November 6, 2013 [6] , a large number of users' privacy is compromised; Alipay re-explosion steal and swipe event in November 19, 2013 [7] , and it is not the first time for Alipay "quick payment" to broke out steal and swipe event. If the URL to be tested needs the landing, select the landing methods and test strategies of the URL to be tested; (6) Select the use of "manual exploration" start method; (7) In according with what you want to know the site's security to browse those sites in the pop-up web interface, and then close the browser; (8) Application scanning experts, click the scan icon and select "Continue Full Scan", then wait for the scan results; (9) After scanning, click "Run Results Expert (U)" on the "Tools" menu to get three results view; (10) On the "Tools" menu, click "Reports", select the security report and select the export format as HTML to export the report.
(11) Write the experimental report as required. For more detailed experimental procedures, see "Tool Use and Experimental Guidance for Software Testing" [8], which were edited by Meiyi Li.
Typical Experiment Results and Analysis in "Security Performance Experiments of Web page and Web site"
AppScan detection tools first use the "exploration" technology to find the number of directory, the number of pages, which parameters in the page and so on of the testing site. Using the black box test method automatically design test cases (the scan rule library of AppScan) for the page parameters, and then run the test cases. AppScan's Scan Test Case Library is comprehensive, and there are multiple security test variants are sent for testing for each security threat vulnerability.
The part of students in the experiment are computer students, some are art students. From the previous section "Experimental steps" to see, this experiment is very simple, no programming, so non-computer students can complete the experiment independently. The experiment requires the students to choose the site in the university, do not test the government network or enterprise web site to prevent the traffic is too large to lead the government network and large enterprise website work, indeed students reflect the individual site in the testing process has paralysis phenomenon in the process of experiment, so they had to replace the site temporarily.
The security report generated by AppScan consists of introduction, management synthesis reports, and questions sort by type of problem. The "introduction" section is a summary of the problems for the site being tested, as in the following example:
High Severity Issues: 12 Moderate Severity Issues: 5 Low Severity Issues: 207 Reference Severity Issues: 61 The total number of seriousness issues included in the report: 285 The total number of seriousness issues found during the scan: 285 It is part of the "Introduction" section of the test report when students testing a site. The management synthesis report section has the following contents:
(1) Problem types (2) The URL with the vulnerability (3) Revised suggestions (4) Security risks (5) Reasons (6) WASC threat classification If the focus of the experiment is to detect the problem, the focus is the Problem Types and the security risks in the management synthesis report section. If want to fix possible security holes, need to combine expertise to study Revised suggestions and Reasons, and the AppScan tool gives the possible solutions, but the more complex technology is in need in most cases at the actual repair. Figure 1 , at below, is a list of some top issues in the Problem Types for a site. The questions are divided into four levels, and the highest level marked "High" with a red background. The top 7 in Figure 1 are the highest serious problems. Each problem will have the number of statistics, such as Figure 1 the problem "Oracle Application Server PL/SQL' SQL query execution is not authorized" occurred 3 times. The site is a link within a well-known 985 university in China, which is a good academic conference publishing and related information management site, and was estimated to be in 10 years before the establishment. Through the analysis of the existing security problems, it can be estimated that the site is still using Windows Server 2000 as a server operating system, and using IIS6 as a server software system. May be due to the funding reasons and low level of software and other reasons, the software system is not upgraded timely, so there is also no inspection and protection in the security flaws, and there are more serious security vulnerabilities.
Phone liar or mobile phone SMS is how to collect our phone number, or even our names, and leading to a lot of people are cheated? In fact, the possible reason is that many web site exist security vulnerabilities, such as the above problem "Oracle Application Server PL/SQL' SQL query execution is not authorized " may allow hackers and other illegal users to view all file (for example, database, user information, or configuration files) in the Web server (within the permissions limit of the Web server user).
The students realized that some of our Web pages and web sites lack the necessary means of security protection through the experiment, which is vulnerable to network attacks; there are security vulnerabilities in a considerable number of Web pages and web sites, it is easy for criminals to exploit these vulnerabilities to steal, leak units and personal information, and infringement of citizen privacy, affecting national security.
Summary
Many network security issues indicate that the current network security threat is more important than ever, more difficult to manage. Network cannot be separated from the web site, so the management of network security firstly needs the management of Web pages or web site security, it is fundamental. This paper describes the security performance experiments of Web pages and website that recently organize the students to experiment in pilot form, and some of the site or web security issues, which were found during the students' experiment, were briefly introduced and analyzed. Inspired by this experimental activity: in the computer basic course teaching of non-computer students, whether there are teaching contents about Web pages and Web site development, it is need to properly incorporate Web pages and Web site security performance experiments, after all, in the era of "Internet +", there are a lot of opportunities to participate in Web pages and site construction or management related work after graduation.
This experiment does not require students to be able to resolve the web page and sites security issues that were found during the experiment, because the difficulty of resolving Web pages and site security issues is far greater than finding the problems.
